PLACE: PLAZA

Plaza is a vibrant place where people gather.

PRIMARY INSIGHT: INSPIRE CREATIVITY

Inspire creativity in students and staff by having them connect to nature and each other.
A combination of open and sheltered areas in the plaza offers the campus community outdoor spaces for studying, working, and socializing.

Two Upfit units target different types of teaching and learning.

This Upfit structure offers a flat screen for presentations or group display and ample glass markerboard space for co-creation.

- Harvest dining-height tables can accommodate up to 10 people per table.
- Power for overhead lighting and the monitor is delivered via Upfit posts and beams; charging access is also delivered to the Upfit in-line tables.
- Upfit in-line tables and Chipman stools function as overflow seating in presentation situations and also provide postural variety in this outdoor class setting.

This Upfit structure divides the interior space to create collaborative teaching and learning or team project zones.

- Upfit green panels divide the structure and provides a natural backdrop to enhance creative thinking.
- Upfit slatted panels delineate space and provides a buffer from visual distraction.
- Upfit louvered and green panels create a semi-secluded group space outfitted with Chipman standing-height tables and stools.
- Upfit peninsula tables and Chipman stools offer touchdown seating and a second seating arrangement for individuals or small groups within this zone.
ELEMENTS, ATTRIBUTES, AND USER EXPERIENCE

Cont. This structure divides the interior space to create collaborative teaching and learning or team project zones.

- Power for overhead lighting and charging at the Upfit peninsula table is delivered through Upfit’s posts and beams.

Upfit louvered roofs provide protection from wind and sun; weather management offers control of sun and shade levers and rain protection.

Upfit bike racks attached to Upfit panels offer secure storage of bicycles.

In the open area of the plaza, Milenio benches, Chipman chairs, and Parc Centre tables support studying, socializing, and eating.

Sorella planters define the plaza perimeter and enhance natural elements of outdoor spaces.

Guide lighting delineates boundaries and provides wayfinding for evening activities. Collect receptacles help to keep the plaza free of trash.